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Abstract 

 
A new Cosmic Mind theory of the origin of life in the universe may soon lead to the formation of 

primordial living cells from chemical building blocks in laboratory test tubes. This experimental 

result could be explained by the actions of microvita – living subatomic evolutionary agents of 

Cosmic intelligence. The microvita theory of the origin of life brings together 1) Cosmic Mind 

(the Mind of God) emanating mysterious microvita into the universe, 2) Cosmic Mind-created 

codes for DNA or RNA carried by microvita, 3) chemical atoms composed of billions of microvita, 

4) radioactivity releasing awakened microvita from atoms and 5) awakened microvita transforming 

into viruses that form living cells from chemical building blocks in a test tube under a microscope. 

A positive result in this experiment would clearly have revolutionary implications for biology and 

physics as well as theology. The concept of microvita was introduced by Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar, 

the founder of Ananda Marga (“Path of Bliss”), an international socio-spiritual movement. 
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Introduction 

 
In a classic experiment published in 1953, Stanley Miller (1) showed that giving an electric spark 

(simulating lightning) to a mixture of ammonia, methane, hydrogen and water (simulating a 

possible pre-life Earth atmosphere) produced a sticky mixture of several amino acid molecules, 

which are chemical building blocks of protein molecules. The experiment was hailed as a 

breakthrough in understanding the process of abiogenesis, the possible formation of life from non-

living materials in the early Earth. Though these results were dramatic, and other similar chemical 

building blocks were later also produced in this way, hopes that more advanced life processes 

would also emerge spontaneously from similar experiments during the past 70 years have never 

been realized. Today scientists are still far from explaining, for example, how double-helix DNA 

or single-strand RNA molecules with their systematic chemical genetic code for producing the 

amino acids that form protein molecules in cells, could develop on the still-hot pre-biotic Earth 

almost four billion years ago. 

 

 

Enter Microvita—Cosmic Evolutionary Intelligence Agents 

 
   It is often said that neither theism nor atheism can be demonstrated scientifically, since God is 

described as supernatural, while science is based only on natural ideas and data. This may be about 



to change. A new concept called microvita may bring God and Divine Creativity into the laboratory 

in an experimental manner than has not been done before. 

 
   The concept of microvita was first introduced by Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar (2, 3) in 1986. Microvita 

are subtle subatomic living entities that are emanated from a Cosmic Mind and spread life and 

minds throughout the universe. Recently Gauthier (4) described the general role of microvita in 

the universe as agents of Cosmic evolutionary intelligence, in accelerating the movement of the 

cosmic cycle of creation, and (5) proposed an experiment to test the concept of microvita in a 

laboratory setting. If creating of living cells in a test tube from simple chemical ingredients by a 

nearby radioactive source can be demonstrated conclusively, and this can only be explained as the 

action of microvita coming from the radioactive source, then microvita must be accepted as the 

cause of the cellular creation. And if the creative and super-intelligent actions of microvita in 

forming living cells can only be understood in relation to the actions of a Cosmic Mind, then a 

Cosmic Mind will have to be accepted also as a causal agent, at least until and unless a better cause 

of microvita can be found. 

 

   Here is the hypothesis to be tested.  

1) Cosmic Mind emanates microvita which carry coded information from the Cosmic Mind 

of how to make specifically-encoded DNA or RNA molecules.  

2) Billions of microvita form physical atoms, but remain dormant in the atoms.  

3) Radioactive decay of an atom awakens at least some of these billions of microvita. 

4) Awakened microvita expand in different chemical environments and transform into 

biological viruses. 

5) These viruses contain molecular DNA or RNA molecules and other complex biological 

molecules like proteins, formed from basic chemical building blocks in the environment.  

6) These viruses create living protozoa which appear under a microscope.  

 

   In the proposed experiment, a radioactive substance such as Carbon-14 can be moved near or far 

from a sealed test tube containing a sterile chemical building block solution, viewed under a 

microscope along with a piece of magnetite (Fe3O4) mentioned by P.R. Sarkar as giving a 

particular form to viruses developed from microvita. When the radioactive material is far away 

from the test tube, no living cells appear under the microscope. When the radioactive material is 

brought very close to the test tube, living cells start appearing under the microscope. Taking the 

radioactive material away from the test tube stops the appearance of new cells. 

 

   The explanation for positive experiment results (living cells appeared under microscope during 

the experiment) (after all known error sources for the appearance of living cells are eliminated): 

1) A Cosmic Mind evolved atoms that are composed of billions of microvita containing DNA 

or RNA codes for the creation of living cells. 

2) Radioactive fission of atoms released microvita that containing this RNA or DNA-coded 

information. 

3) The microvita passed through glass into the test tube, while radiation from the radioactive 

decays was blocked by shielding that does not block microvita. 

4) Once in the test tube, the microvita developed into physical viruses by organizing the 

chemical building blocks present in the test tube into molecular DNA or RNA and protein 

molecules contained in the viruses. 



5) The physical viruses in the chemical environment of the test tube created the living cells 

observed, with continued chemical organizing actions of microvita as needed. 

 

   Any living cells formed during the experiment will need to be identified and analyzed to know 

what species of protozoa were created (one species or several) and what DNA was produced. Later 

experiments can determine what other protozoa species are created with different radioactive 

materials and using different chemical buildings blocks or associated minerals instead of 

magnetite. 

 

   The experiment must be properly controlled to make sure the test tube and its ingredients are 

sterilized and are not contaminated during the experiment, and that other possiblecauses for the 

creation of living cells in the test tube have been eliminated. 

 

   A confirmed positive result of this experiment, first reported by qualified experimenters in a 

peer-reviewed scientific journal, would clearly merit a Nobel Prize for the experimenters. 

 

   Persons who may wish to carry out this experiment, or who would like to know more about 

microvita, are encouraged to first read the references, and to then contact the author.  
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